Abstract
Introduction
Estimation of the direction of arrival of the sound source wave is important in the underwater sonar system research. With occurrence of the vector hydrophone, the sound vector signal processing is focused in research. Because the vector hydrophone can pick up the sound pressure and vibration speed information [1, 2] at a same particle under the water simultaneously. Compared with the sound pressure hydrophone, under the same array element condition, the vector hydrophone has a higher array gain and space resolution. Many scholars study the high-resolution DOA algorithm of the sound vector array such as MUSIC method (multiple signal classification method) [3, 4] and ESPRIT method (rotary constant sub-space method) [5, 6] , but these algorithms based on the sub-space will estimate the signal sub-space or noise sub-space of the co-variance matrix by using the feature value decomposition (EVD) or singular value decomposition (SVD) and should know the number of the sound source in advance. Over-estimation and under-estimation of the signal source will affect the orthonormality of the signal sub-space and noise sub-space and lead to performance degradation of the algorithm. The reference [7, 8] points out that the sub-space-based algorithm can realize a better DOA estimation effect under larger array dimension and many snapping. These restrictions limit practical engineering application of the algorithm. MVDR algorithm can minimize the noise output power under constant signals, will not estimate the signal sources and EVD/SVD computing and require low computing load, so it is feasible, but MVDR algorithm is not the ultra-high resolution DOA estimation algorithm. DOA estimation performance is restricted by Rayleigh limit and the angle resolution is weaker. To overcome this weakness, the reference [9, 10] improves MVDR algorithm, but when the target is the coherent sound source, the algorithm's resolution capability is worse.
For this case, this paper proposes a quaternion-based MVDR algorithm, which expresses output of single vector hydrophone as quaternion and reserves the orthogonality of the two-vibration channel output data of 2D vector hydrophone and enhances the robustness of the algorithm to the coherent source sources. We improve the quaternion MVDR according to the idea of MUSIC algorithm to improve estimation precision of the algorithm. in addition, compared with the routine MVDR algorithm, only one quaternion can express the sound pressure vibration speed output of single vector hydrophone. This algorithm is compact in the data expression, reduces the memory requirement and computing complexity and is suitable for actual application.
The reference [11] and [12] points out that the multi-path spreading of the water sound signals and sea surface noise affect the Z component of the vector hydrophone much. The sound pressure of the sea surface noise field is strongly coherent with the vertical component of the vibration speed in the shallow sea wave guide. If Z component is removed, the linear modeling can be established, so this paper studies 2D sound vector hydrophone. With the vector hydrophone at the original point as the reference array element, the sound pressure output of the sound vector array can be expressed as: Based on the mutual relation between the source pressure and vibration speed, if the noise impedance is ignored, the vibration speed output of the 2D sound vector array [1] [2] [3] [4] can be obtained:
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Routine MVDR algorithm
The MVDR algorithm was proposed by Capon at the end of 60s of 20 th century and can minimize the output power when keeping the signals unchanged in the DOA. The current MVDR algorithm processes the vector sound data by using "long vector" mathematical model. The sound pressure vibration speed data outputted by the vector hydrophone array are stored into the high-dimension matrix along the array hole diameter direction
. The estimation precision of DOA of the target can be improved by increasing the dimensions of the observation data matrix. This algorithm regards the sound pressure and vibration speed data of the sound vector array as the mutually independent output and does not utilize the local orthogonal information between the vector speed components, so the estimation performance of the target DOA is low [14] . When the sound sources are coherent, the performance of the algorithm will dramatically reduce. For easy discrimination, the routine MVDR algorithm based on "long vector" model is marked as LV-MVDR algorithm.
Quaternion definition
The quaternion includes single real part and multiple virtual parts. If q is quaternion, it can be expressed as:
Wherein , , , a b c d belong to real number domain. , , i j k are virtual unit.  and  is the compound number with i as the virtual part. The reference [17] and [18] indicate that the quaternion has a stronger orthogonal restraint capability and can better describe the orthogonal structure of the channel of the vector sensor. The quaternion can express the vector sound information, can add the constraint condition and improve performance of the algorithm. The following part introduces MVDR DOA estimation algorithm based on the quaternion.
Quaternion-based MVDR algorithms and its improvement 3.1 MVDR algorithm based on quaternion
The MVDR algorithm based on the quaternion is divided into the following two steps: （1）Establish quaternion data model outputted by 2D sound vector array. For an array element r of 2D sound vector array, the sound pressure and vibration speed data (parsed as compound number) outputted by once snapping is expressed as the following quaternion: The quaternion data model outputted by the whole array is expressed as follows:
indicates the guide matrix of the sound vector array.
is the guide vector of the sound vector array to the sound source f s . Each element is quaternion. n is the quaternion noise matrix. （2） Establish MVDR DOA estimation equation in the quaternion domain. The co-variance matrix of the equation (7) is computed:
is the mutually independent Gauss white noise co-variance matrix. 
The above equation has the structure like it of the DOA estimation equation of the routine MVDR algorithm, but all parameters are quaternion vector/matrix.
Improvement of quaternion MVDR algorithm
Q-MVDR algorithm extends the MVDR algorithm from the compound domain to the quaternion domain. Because MVDR algorithm is not a ultra-resolution algorithm has a lower resolution of the target angle. This section will improve Q-MVDR algorithm according to the idea of MUSIC algorithm.
MUSCI algorithm performs EVD/SVD computing for the co-variance matrix R to get the following equation: 
It can be easily deduced that (9) is changed as:
When m is bigger, the DOA estimation performance of the above equation will approximate to MUSIC algorithm in the quaternion model. The angle resolution is improved much. This paper calls the improved algorithm in the equation (13) as Q-mMVDR method.
Algorithm analysis and performance simulation
Compared with the long vector model, the quaternion model has a stronger orthogonal constraint capability on the information. The reference [17, 18] analyzes difference of two models in the orthogonal constraint, so it will not be described in details here. This paper compares the differences between our algorithm and LV-MVDR algorithm in memory demand, computing complexity and DOA estimation performance and proves the strength of our algorithm.
Analysis on memory use of algorithms
The Q-MVDR and Q-mMVDR algorithm express output information of single 2D vector hydrophone as a quaternion. For 2D sound vector array with M array elements, the co-variance matrix of the output data can be expressed as a M-D quaternion array, so the memory space for figure 2 gives the target estimation results of Q-MVDR and Q-mMVDR algorithm. The figure shows that the spectrum peak acutance of Q-MVDR algorithm is lower than it of the routine LV-MVDR algorithm, but the spectrum peak acutance of the improved algorithm is better than LV-MVDR algorithm. Simulation shows that the spectrum peak acutance of Q-mMVDR algorithm is even better than it of MUSIC (LV-MUSIC) algorithm under the long vector model when m  2. It indicates that the algorithm greatly improves angle resolution of the algorithm. 
Conclusions
This paper introduces the quaternion theory into the vector sound signal processing field, proposes a quaternion-based 2D sound vector array MVDR algorithm and improves the algorithm. Based on analysis on the memory demand and computing complexity of the algorithm and comparison with existing algorithm, the following conclusions are obtained:
(1) The memory space of our algorithm is 2/9 of it of the routine MVDR algorithm based on the compound number domain. The computing work of the spectrum peak search is less than half of it of the MVDR algorithm based on the compound number domain, so our algorithm is quicker.
(2) The improved algorithm combines the strengths of MVDR algorithm with it of MUSIC algorithm, does not require signal source estimation and SVD/EVD computing and can realize higher angle resolution; (3) The algorithm and improved algorithm proposed in this paper utilizes strong orthogonal constraint feature of the quaternion, enhances the robustness of the algorithm to the coherent sound source and avoids the array aperture loss caused by the method such as "space smoothing".
